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Sara Torelli Joins Young Professionals Board With Extensive Social Work Background
CENTRAL POINT, OR; Sara Torelli is a School-Based Mental Health Counselor at Issaquah High School
(WA) through a partnership with Swedish Medical Center. She provides services to the 2,500 student
population as well as community education surrounding mental health.
“I'm so incredibly proud of our Young Professionals Board and the work that we're doing, and very
grateful to have Sara and her skillset join the board,” stated YPB Chair Corey Wise. “Her background in
social work will truly be an asset to the YPB and our collaboration with DBL, helping to build a better
world.”
Sara grew-up in Seattle, WA and graduated from Mount Holyoke College in Massachusetts with a
bachelor’s degree in Psychology. After working and volunteering in the social service field for a few
years post college, she moved to Chicago to pursue her master’s degree in Social Work at the University
of Chicago. After graduation, Sara returned to the Pacific Northwest and has worked in a variety of
settings including Medical Social Work in the Emergency Room, Child Welfare as a CPS Social Worker
and School-Based Social Work.
As a Social Worker, Sara has witnessed the therapeutic impact animals have on humans and has a strong
interest in animal therapy. Outside of work, Sara has spent the majority of her time advocating on behalf
of animals and volunteering with a number of local animal rescues including Seattle Persian Himalayan
Rescue, Old Dog Haven and Oregon Saint Bernard Rescue. There is no greater joy for Sara than
transporting animals from shelters to their forever homes and learning of their transformations over
time.
“I’m excited to begin volunteering with DBL’s Young Professionals Board, as the organization fully
embodies my interests in both human and animal welfare and the therapeutic bond between them,”
stated Sara.
Sara Torelli joined the Young Professionals Board – PNW in April 2021.

To learn more about the Young Professionals Board and opportunities to join, visit here.
   
Dogs for Better Lives is a national 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization focusing on the training and placing of Hearing
Assistance Dogs, Program Assistance Dogs, and Autism Assistance Dogs. Accredited by Assistance Dogs
International (ADI) and recognized by Charity Navigator as a 4-star nonprofit, Dogs for the Deaf has been rescuing
dogs, bettering lives, and providing assistance dogs since 1977.
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